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Editor's 
notes
The idea of first impressions being the best applies as much to your

home as it does to individuals, and this is where a gorgeous entry

makes a huge difference. A lovely entry starts outside your door and

becomes an integral part of the home’s bigger narrative, . 



Introduction
Mediterranean-style homes, which resemble the aesthetic of

Mediterranean villas, originated in the 1920s. During this period—the

Roaring Twenties—people were consumed with wealth and leisure,

resulting in the rise of seaside resorts in the United States.
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the
house 
entrance 
Mediterranean-style homes, which

resemble the aesthetic of

Mediterranean villas, originated in

the 1920s. During this period—the

Roaring Twenties—people were

consumed with wealth and leisure,

resulting in the rise of seaside

resorts in the United States.

The idea of first impressions being

the best applies as much to your

home as it does to individuals, and

this is where a gorgeous entry

makes a huge difference. A lovely

entry starts outside your door and

becomes an integral part of the

home’s bigger narrative, . 
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mediterranean
staircase
 The Mediterranean design style is known

for its grandiose structures and large

interior spaces no matter what type of

room it is applied on. This means that even

an area such as the staircase and hallway,

which are most commonly small spaces

between the rooms, will appear as a space

which is bigger than needed. But with this

style, you also get something else when

applied to the staircase. 

You get a majestic looking piece of art

right in the center of your home. And you

will love it because you have to use it

multiple times during the day which

means that you’ll be able to enjoy it quite

often. The Mediterranean staircase design

will also take care of the surrounding

hallway by turning into something that

you might think came out of a palace.
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At the living room apart from white you should use such colors as acute turquoise, azure,
light-blue, cobalt, bright yellow and citrine, light terra-cotta, flexen and sandy as well as
light-green. The colors of sea and sun in accessorizes highlight the Mediterranean style on
the back of neutral natural tones.

Living Room 
colors 
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Living Room 
Decoration
 
One of the most popular decorating

styles of the architectural and interior

design world is the Mediterranean style.

This luxurious and comfortable style

brings influences of European

eloquence, rustic décor, aqua  blue and

earthy color schemes combined with

modern, traditional, and contemporary

elements.

light and warm tones in color scheme, as

well as the extensive use of natural

materials such as ceramics, wood,

wrought iron and cotton. Design

combines boldness, simplicity and

convenience.
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Relaxing 
spot
 Modern Mediterranean style interiors,

decorated with cooling white decor &

neutrals, ... with plain and patterned

white pillows to give the room a more

relaxed vibe.
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relaxing room  can be also a bedroom,

it depends on the person itself. 
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